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Brahma Vidya

t]Ei–]rõIy] [p]in]S]t]/
Chapter 2

b—ýÀ−n]ndõ v]ÍõI
Lesson 7 (continued) and 8
Volume 24

y]d− ÁevðS]
At]ism]nn]d&xyà%nÅtmyà%in]Îäýt/ à,%in]l]y]nà%B]y]\
p—ýit]SQ−\ iv]ndõtà | aT] sç%B]y]\ g]tç B]v]it] |
y]d− ÁevðS] At]ism]nn¶dõrmõ ]nt]rõ\ ä÷Îõtà |
aT] t]sy] B]y]\ B]v]it] | t]–vàv] B]y]\ iv]duSç%m]nvÅn]sy]
t]dõpyàS] xlçäo B]v]it] ||
wit] s]pt]mç%n¶vÅäý :
BÆSÅsmÅ©−t]” p]v]tà | BÆSçdeit] s½y]*” |
BÆSÅsmÅdõig¦]xcàn¨õxc] | m³ty¶DÅ*v]it] p]Vc]m] wit] |
sðSÅ%%n]ndõsy] mÆm]] <> sÅ B]v]it] |
y¶vÅ syÅtò/ sÅD¶ y¶vÅ%DyÅy]äý : |
˜ix]SQõo ¨õiZõSQo b]il]SQõ : |
t]syày]\ p³iT]vÆ s]vÅ* iv]–]sy] p½NÅ* syÅtò/ |
s] Aäo mÅn¶S] ˜n]ndõ” |
AS]” ihõ Av], ˜n]ndõyÅit] – The s]tò/ ic]tò/ ˜n]ndõ sv]Ðp] ˜tmÅ,
p]rõmàìv]rõ, already in oneself, That ˜tmÅ alone is the abode of all

As we saw last time,

The b—ýÀnõ ò/ The
happiness, and the bestower of all kinds of happiness in this entire creation. Therefore,

˜n]ndõ het¶tvÅtò/ b—ýÀõ aist] -

Being the very cause, the very source, and the very
means of every kind of happiness people enjoy, the existence of Brahman is beyond
question. Similarly,

B]y] aB]y] het¶tv]tò/ c] b—ýÀõ aist] - Being the very cause, the very source and the very
means of B]y] and aB]y] - fear as well as fearlessness, again, the existence of
Brahman is beyond question, so says the Upanishad.
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b—ýÀnõ ò/ is the source of fear, and it is also the source of fearlessness. That is why ÛI
iv]SN¶s]hõs—ýnÅm]stçˆ]mò/ (in verse 102) indicates b—ýÀnõ ò/ as B]y]äëtò/ B]y]nÅx]n]”
H B]y]äëtà n]m]”
H B]y]nÅx]nÅy] n]m]” (833 and 834)
D]m]*, b—ýÀnõ ò/ is the source of fear, and for the person
who holds on to D]m]* at all times and under all circumstances, b—ýÀnõ ò/ is the source of
fearlessness. D]m]* at the highest level is nothing but recognition of b—ýÀnõ ò/ in oneself,
reaching b—ýÀnõ ò/ already in oneself.
For the person who acts against

The notions of fear and fearlessness are common in every human being. The
Upanishad says that if one looks upon oneself, looks upon anything, as different from
b—ýÀnõ ò/, then b—ýÀõnò/ becomes the source, the cause and the means of all fear. On the

b—ýÀnõ ò/,
one sees in everything, everywhere, at all times, nothing but b—ýÀnõ ò/,

other hand, if one recognizes total identity of oneself and also everything with
which means if

then b—ýÀnõ ò/ becomes the source, the cause, and the means for redemption from all fear.
There should be a

s]tò/ v]st¶,

a

ic]tò/ v]st¶ - there should be an existent conscious

being, for aB]y]\ for gaining freedom from fear. There should be an Existent and
conscious Being in whom one can take refuge, under whose protection one can gain
B]y] in]v³i–] - redemption from fear of any kind, which means, a p½N]* x]rõNÅg]it] v]st¶ is
necessary for gaining B]y]

in]v³i–] - freedom from fear.

wSqõ dev]tÅ in whatever name and form b—ýÀnõ ò/ is recognized,
That is the x]rõNÅg]it] v]st¶.That v]st¶ is b—ýÀnõ ò/ and That b—ýÀnõ ò/ is the source, the cause
and the means for B]y] in]v³i–] - overcoming fear for aB]y]\ - gaining freedom from any
Sri Rama, Sri Krishna, the

kind of fear.
Everybody experiences some kind of fear some time or other. When does

b—ýÀnõ ò/

become aB]y] het¶ -when does b—ýÀnõ ò/ become the source, the cause, and the means
for gaining freedom from any kind of fear? The Upanishad says:

y]d− ÁevðS]
At]ism]nn]d&xyà%nÅtmyà%in]Îäý/tà, ain]l]y]nà%B]y]\
Taittiriya Upanishad
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p—ýit]SQ−\ iv]ndõtà | aT] sç%B]y]\ g]tç B]v]it] |
y]d− ihõ Av] AS]: At]ism]n]/
aB]y]\ (b—ýÀiõ N]) p—ýit]SQ−\ iv]ndõtà
aT] s}]: aB]y]\ g]t]: B]v]it]
(That is he main sentence here.)

y]d− ihõ Av] - When it is indeed so, when it happens (what happens?)
AS]” - the person
At]ism]nò/ aB]y]\ b—ýÀõiN] - in That b—ýÀnõ ò/ whose very nature is aB]y]\ - fearlessness
p—ýit]SQ−\ iv]ndõtà means ˜tm] BÅv]\ l]B]tà - when the person gains the required purity
and maturity to be able to recognize one's identity in that b—ýÀnõ ò/, whose very nature is
aB]y]\ - fearlessness, total freedom from all kinds of fear, when that happens
aT] - then
s]” - that person
aB]y]\ g]tç B]v]it] - becomes the very embodiment of aB]y]\ - freedom from all fears
The very nature of
other than

b—ýÀnõ ò/,

b—ýÀnõ ò/ is aB]y]\ - freedom from all fears, because there is nothing

and hence there is nothing to fear for the person who is one with

b—ýÀnõ ò/. Whoever totally surrenders to p]rõmàìv]r, already in oneself, is naturally assured
of aB]y]\ - total freedom from all fears. Thus aB]y]\ is b—ýÀl
õ ]Ü]N]\. That is why aB]y] hõst]\
is the hand signal for divine benediction, and indeed all blessings for good wishes.
Therefore,

y]” At]ism]nò/ b—ýhmõ ]iN] p—ýit]SQ−\ iv]ndõtà, s]” aB]y]\ g]t]” means the one who has matured
enough to recognize the identity of oneself with b—ýÀnõ ò/, that person naturally gains
freedom from every kind of fear, and that itself is reaching b—ýÀnõ ò/.
The nature of b—ýÀnõ ò/ in whom self identity has to be gained is further indicated as

At]ism]nò/ ad&xyà, anÅtmyà, ain]Îäƒtà ain]l]y]nà (b—ýÀiõ N])
ad&xyà means n] d&xyà - That which is not available as an object of one's perceptions.
aiv]S]y]B½tà - that which is not seen as an object , but because of which all objects are
seen.
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b—ýÀnõ ò/ is not seen as an object, and because It is not seen, it is also anÅtmyà,
means ax]rIre - It has no physical body. It has no physical limitations. Because It is
anÅtm]yà. It is also ain]Îäƒtà - It is indefinable. b—ýÀnõ ò/ is not the immediate meaning of
That

any word.

b—ýÀnõ ò/ is iv]xàS] rõihõt]\. It is free from any attribute. Since every attribute is a kind of
limitation, b—ýÀnõ ò/ is limitlessness itself. It is an]nt]\. Because b—ýÀnõ ò/ is ain]Îäƒt]\ indefinable, it is also ain]l]y]nà, means anÅDÅrõ\ - That which is not dependent on
anything else for its existence, that which does not require a basis for its existence,
sustenance or manifestation. Such being the nature of
source, the cause, and the means for fearlessness.
Once one reaches aB]y]\ b—ýÀ,
freedom from fear of any kind.

b—ýÀnõ ò/, It is naturally aB]y]\ - the

aT] s]” aB]y]\ g]t]” B]v]it],

then one gains absolute

How does one get the notion of fear in the first place? The Upanishad says

y]d− ÁevðS] At]ism]nn¶dõrmõ ]nt]rõ\ ä÷Îõtà |
aT] t]sy] B]y]\ B]v]it] |
y]d− ihõ Av] AS]”, At]ism]nò/ (b—ýÀiõ N]), [dõ/ arõ\ ant]rõ\ ä÷Îtà ,
aT],(b—ýhmõ ]nò/) t]sy] B]y]\ B]v]it] |
y]d− ihõ Av] AS]” (p¶ÎS]”)
When a person, verily indeed, due to a#Ån]\

- lack of b—ýÀ#õ Ån]\

At]ism]nò/ (b—ýÀiõ N]) - in That b—ýÀnõ ò/
[d/ arõ\ ant]rõ\ ä÷Îtà [d/ means aip] also
arõ\ means alp]\ - very little, therefore
[d/ arõ\ means, even to a minute extent,

ant]rõ\ ä÷Îtà means Bàdõ dõx]*n]\ ä÷Îtà entertains a notion of division or separateness
aT] then, (b—ýÀnõ ò/) t]sy] B]y]\ B]v]it] - b—ýÀnõ ò/ Brahman becomes the source, the cause,
and the means for B]y]\ - fear, for that person.
b—ýÀ#õ Ån]\, when one entertains a
notion of separateness from b—ýÀnõ ò/, even to a minute extent, then b—ýÀnõ ò/ becomes the
When one entertains a notion of division due to lack of

source, the cause, and the means for fear, for that person.
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Let us understand this:

[d/ arõ\ ant]rõ\ ä÷Îtà - aT] t]sy] B]y]\ B]v]it] - Even the notion of the slightest
difference between oneself and b—ýÀnõ ò/ can be the source of one's fear. b—ýÀnõ ò/ is always
p½N]*mò/ - p½N]*\ ad” p½N]*\ wdõ\, WxÅvÅsy]\ wdõ\ s]v]*mò/ - All that is, IS p½N]*mò/ b—ýÀnõ ò/ - not a bit of
divinity. So long as one does not recognize p½N]*mò/ b—ýÀnõ ò/ in everything there is, one will
continue to entertain the notion of fear. Further

t]–vàv] B]y]\ iv]duSç%m]nvÅn]sy]
t]tò/ t¶ Av] B]y]\ (B]v]it]) iv]duS]” am]nvÅn]sy]
am]nvÅn]sy] iv]duS]” - For unreflecting scholars (iv]duS]”), scholars who may know the
words of the Upanishads and yet do not really understand and appreciate their
contents, and hence cannot recognize the true nature of
scholars

b—ýÀnõ ò/,

for such

iv]duS]”

t]tò/ t¶ Av] B]y]\ (B]v]it]) - The same b—ýÀnõ ò/ naturally becomes the source, the cause
and the means for fear. Such scholars are not really iv]©−nò/s, in the sense we have
seen before, namely

vàd−hõ\ At]\ p¶ÎS]\ m]h−nt]\ ˜idõty]v]N]*mò/ t]m]s]” p]rõstÅtò/ ||
ahõ\ vàid/m] m]h−tmÅn]\ r−m]\ s]ty]p]r−ßým]\ ||
iv]©−nò/, b—ýÀnõ ò/ is aB]y] het¶ - source of fearlessness, and for one who is not
a true iv]©−nò/, b—ýÀnõ ò/ is B]y] het¶ - source of fear. Whether one recognizes b—ýÀnõ ò/ as B]y]
het¶ or aB]y] het¶ - as the source of fear or as the source of fearlessness, there can be
no question about the existence of b—ýÀnõ ò/ Itself. b—ýÀnõ ò/ exists, and that is obvious, and
the one who recognizes b—ýÀnõ ò/ reaches b—ýÀnõ ò/.
For a true

So saying, the Upanishad answers the last question raised earlier, namely

a]ho iv]©−nò/ am¶\ lçäýâ p—†ty] äýixc]tò/ s]m]xn¶tÅ [ - b—ýÀnõ ò/ being the same for both
aiv]©−nò/ and iv]©−nò/, if the aiv]©−nò/ cannot reach b—ýÀnõ ò/, is it not conceivable that the
iv]©−nò/ also may not reach b—ýÀnõ ò/? The answer is: In view of what has been said above,
this question does not arise, because, a iv]©−nò/ is a iv]©−nò/ only when a person
recognizes b—ýÀnõ ò/, only when the person is a b—ýÀiõ v]tò/, b—ýÀiõ v]tò/ ˜pnçit] p]r\ Taittiriya Upanishad
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b—ýÀõnò/ means reaching b—ýÀnõ ò/. If one has Bàdõ b¶i£õ - a sense of separation
from b—ýÀnõ ò/, that person does not reach b—ýÀnõ ò/. That person is not a Vidwan.
recognizing

Bàdõ b¶i£õ is simply a#Ån]\ - lack of b—ýÀ#õ Ån]\. It is such Bàdõ b¶i£õ which sees b—ýÀnõ ò/ as B]y]
het¶ - the source, the cause and the means of fear. Such fear by itself is nothing to be
afraid of. Being God-fearing is not at all bad. Such God-fearing faculty keeps D]m]* keeps order in this manifest creation.

t]dõpyàS] xlçäo B]v]it] - On this matter also, there is a Veda mantra. Here ends Lesson
7. Lesson 8 now begins with the Veda mantras on God-fearing nature.

BÆSÅsmÅ©−t]” p]v]tà | BÆSçdeit] s½y]*” |
BÆSÅsmÅdõig¦]xcàn¨õxc] | m³ty¶DÅ*v]it] p]Vc]m] wit] |
BÆS]] asmÅtò/ (b—ýÀõN]” B]yàn] Av]) vÅt]” p]v]tà - Only because of fear of That b—ýÀnõ ò/ the
wind blows. Again

BÆSÅ [deit] s½y]*” - Only because of fear of that b—ýÀnõ ò/ the sun rises. Again
BÆS]] asmÅtò/ (b—ýÀNõ ]” B]yàn] Av]) aig¦]” c] wn¨õ” c] - Only because of fear of that same
b—ýÀnõ ò/ Agni and Indra and all the other Devatas also do their respective jobs unerringly.
m³ty]u” DÅv]it] p]Vc]m]” - p]Vc]m]” - Fifthly (vÅy¶, s½y]*, aig¦] and wn¨õ are the four already
mentioned), fifthly and finally, m³ty]u” DÅv]it] - the Lord of Death jumps all over, meaning
all changes in this creation are taking place spontaneously and unerringly according to
the changeless laws of nature, because of fear of that same b—ýÀnõ ò/ only.
The orders of p]rõmàìv]rõ manifest themselves as the eternal unchanging laws of nature.
To disobey the eternal laws of nature results in unwelcome consequences, which is
the fear about. Another meaning for m³ty]u” DÅv]it] p]Vc]m]” is: The word p]Vc]m]” refers to
people who do not follow any discipline in life. Such undisciplined people suffer
disorderly, irregular and unexpected changes in life.
To be active under the constraints of the laws of p]rõmàìv]rõ is both natural and welcome.
Depending upon one's maturity, such active life involves fear and fearlessness, both of
which arise from b—ýÀnõ ò/ only. Thus ends the Upanishad's response to the possible
doubts on the very existence of b—ýÀnõ ò/ Itself.
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The Upanishad, now in its concluding part, returns to meet the needs of the person,
already in ˜n]ndõm]y]

˜n]ndõm]y]

- B]i• yçg] - waiting to be able to mature in B]i• yçg], cross the

door and reach

b—ýÀnõ ò/

already in oneself. Until that happens, a question

might still arise in the mind of the person now in B]i•

yçg]. The question is: "Reaching
b—ýÀnõ ò/ means what? What would I find myself to be on reaching b—ýÀnõ ò/?
Responding to such a possible question, the Upanishad now tells that reaching

b—ýÀnõ ò/

b—ýÀ]õ n]ndõ - the state of exalted absolute
happiness that b—ýÀnõ ò/ is. What is the nature of that b—ýÀ]õ n]nd, and how one reaches that
state of b—ýÀ]õ n]ndõ is the subject matter of the remainder of this chapter.
already in oneself is to find oneself in

The Upanishad now proceeds to talk about b—ýÀ]õ n]ndõ.

sðSÅ%%n]ndõsy] mÆm]] <> sÅ B]v]it]
sÅ ASÅ ˜n]ndõsy] mÆmÅ <> sÅ B]v]it]
What follows is a

mÆm]] <> sÅ of that ˜n]ndõ, namely b—ýÀ]õ n]ndõ. mÆmÅ <> sÅ is a Vedantic

˜n]ndõ. Literally, it means "analysis, enquiry or description". What follows is
a description, but it is not the description of any object. It is mÆm]] <> s] - the <> ä−rõ
immediately directs one's mind and b¶i£õ towards p]rõmàìv]r. p]rõmàìv]rõ is not limited by
word, like

any description. Therefore,

sÅ ASÅ ˜n]ndõsy] mÆmÅ <> sÅ B]v]it] - What follows is a directive pointer for gaining an
appreciation of b—ýÀ]õ n]ndõ. What is the need for such a pointer? When I am happy, I
know I am happy. When I am not happy, I know I am not happy. Therefore, do I need
an Upanishad pointer to recognize my own happiness?
The answer is "Yes" - you do need. Because everybody enjoys moments of happiness
now and then in daily life, that happiness is lèiäýäý ˜n]ndõ - worldly happiness born of

iv]S]y] - iv]S]yÆ s]mb]nD], it is born of interaction between some objects of desire and
one's instruments of perception and action. By its very nature, lèiäýäý ˜n]ndõ is both
limited and transient.

b—ýÀ]õ n]ndõ is in]ty] ˜n]nd. It is ever-existent happiness. It does not
object. One only requires iv]vàäý b¶i£õ to recognize, experience and

On the other hand,
depend on any
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b—ýÀ]õ n]nd. b—ýÀ]õ n]ndõ is p½N]* ˜n]ndõ. It is simultaneous, all-inclusive and unlimited,
which means It is the source of all experiences and expressions of lèiäýäý ˜n]nd worldly happiness. Consequently, b—ýÀ]õ n]ndõ is far greater and far more immense than
lèiäýäý ˜n]ndõ, born of one's contacts with objects of desire.
enjoy

How much greater, and how much more immense is

b—ýÀ]õ n]ndõ

compared to

lèiäýäý

˜n]ndõ? b—ýÀ]õ n]ndõ

is infinitely greater and infinitely more immense. It is beyond any
measure. Its greatness and immensity can only be indicated. Even for an indication, a
reference level of happiness, a reference measure of happiness is needed. The
Upanishad suggests a reference unit of happiness just for the purposes of comparison
and appreciation.
The lowest reference unit of

˜n]ndõ

is called here as

mÅn¶S] ˜n]ndõ -

which is the

lèiäýäý ˜n]nd - the worldly happiness enjoyed by a human being. But the worldly
happiness enjoyed by a human being differs from person to person. Therefore, a
specification is needed with respect to the person whose level of lèiäýäý ˜n]ndõ can
be taken as a reference unit of worldly happiness.
For purposes of comparison, the [täëSqõ lèiäýäý ˜n]ndõ - the highest or the maximum
worldly happiness that a specific type of human being can enjoy is taken as one unit of

˜n]ndõ, called mÅn¶S] ˜n]ndõ. The Upanishad now specifies the qualifications of the
person whose [täëSqõ lèiäýäý ˜n]ndõ - whose maximum worldly happiness can be
taken as ONE unit of mÅn¶S] ˜n]ndõ.
y¶vÅ syÅtò/ sÅD¶ y¶vÅ%DyÅy]äý : |
˜ix]SQõo ¨õiZõSQo b]il]SQõ : |
t]syày]\ p³iT]vÆ s]vÅ* iv]–]sy] p½NÅ* syÅtò/ |
s] Aäo mÅn¶S] ˜n]ndõ” |
y¶vÅ syÅtò/ - Suppose there is a young person, not any young person, but specifically
the one who has the following six qualifications, namely sÅD¶, y¶v]”, aDyÅy]äý:,
˜ix]SQ:, ¨õiZõSQ : and b]il]SQõ : |
◊

sÅD¶ - first and foremost, the person must be a sÅD¶, which means one committed
to D]m]*, one whose actions are totally ethical and moral at all times. If one is not
ethical and moral at all times, one cannot enjoy worldly happiness to the maximum
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extent, because of feelings of guilt, fear, etc. Therefore, for full enjoyment of worldly

◊
◊

◊

◊
◊

happiness, one must be a sÅD¶ - a person totally committed to
addition
y¶v]” - one must also be in the prime of one's youth

D]m]* at all times. In

aDyÅy]äý : means aDÆt] vàdõ :. The person must be diligent in the study of general
worldly knowledge appropriate to one's mental disposition. For enjoying lèiäýäý
˜n]ndõ, one need not study Upanishads, but one must study the literature
conducive to the cultivation of worldly knowledge.
˜ix]SQõ : means ˜xÅst³t]m]” - the person must also be very well educated and
trained in some xÅsˆ] - in one's chosen profession, which means, that one must
have the discipline associated with the cultivation of one's professional excellence.
˜ix]SQõ : also means one with excellent leadership qualities, and the ability to do
the right things at the right time.
¨õiZõSQ : means d&Ztõ ]m]” - one who has m]nç Dðy]*mò/ - one who has great mental
strength, fortitude, patience, courage, one who is not a feeble-minded person.
b]il]SQõ : means b]l]v]–]m]” - one who is physically strong, one who has excellent
physical health.

sÅD¶, y¶v]”, aDyÅy]äý :, ˜ix]SQõ :, ¨õiZõSQ : and b]il]SQõ : together constitute the
six-fold aDyÅitm]äý sÅD]n] s]\p]nn]” - the personal qualifications, necessary for enjoying

Thus

worldly happiness in full measure. But these qualifications alone are not sufficient for
experiencing such happiness. The person must also have the desired objects available
to him for enjoyment. Therefore, the Upanishad adds:

t]syày]\ p³iT]vÆ s]vÅ* iv]–]sy] p½NÅ* syÅtò/
wy]\ p³iT]vÆ, s]vÅ* iv]–]sy] p½NÅ* t]sy] syÅtò/ - Suppose also, that this entire earthly
world with all its wealth and objects, conducive to full worldly enjoyment, belongs to
that person

s] Aäo mÅn¶S] ˜n]ndõ” - The worldly happiness which can be enjoyed by such a person
is defined here as ONE unit of ˜n]ndõ”, called mÅn¶S] ˜n]ndõ” which is the [täëSqõ
lèiäýäý ˜n]ndõ - the maximum worldly happiness enjoyed by a reference human
being.
Thus for gaining an appreciation of
of ˜n]ndõ”, called
person

Taittiriya Upanishad

b—ýÀ]õ n]ndõ, the Upanishad sets an arbitrary base unit

mÅn¶S] ˜n]ndõ”, which is the happiness which can be enjoyed by a
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who is committed to D]m]*, at all times
who is in the prime of one's youth
who is diligent in the pursuit of worldly knowledge
who is highly educated and trained in one's own chosen profession
who is in excellent mental and physical health
who is blessed with all worldly wealth and objects for one's full enjoyment.

The maximum worldly happiness enjoyed by such a person is designated here as ONE

mÅn¶S] ˜n]ndõ”. Even though such mÅn¶S] ˜n]ndõ” is seldom experienced by an
ordinary person in daily life, it is quite understandable by most people. Between mÅn¶S]
˜n]ndõ” and b—ýÀ]õ n]ndõ, there can be infinite levels of ˜n]ndõ”, including several
distinguishable peaks of such ˜n]ndõ”. The Upanishad calls attention to 10 such peaks
of ˜n]ndõ”, the level of each peak being 100 times higher than that of the preceding
unit of

peak, in terms of immensity.
What those peaks of

˜n]ndõ”

˜n]ndõ”

are, what makes the difference between one peak of

and the other higher peaks of

one level of

˜n]ndõ”, and how one can uplift oneself from

˜n]ndõ” to a higher level, all that we will see next time.

Taittiriya Upanishad
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